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Introdutionblah blah MeqTrees blah blah TDL blah blahAbout the demo sriptsWith a few exeptions, the demo sripts used here were originally developed forthe seond MeqTree Workshop (Dwingeloo, January�February 2007.) You anget a opy of all these sripts via our Subversion repository, underTimba/do/TDL_Companion/Sripts/This diretory should ontain all the sripts used during the workshop, whilethe book overs only a subset. If you'd like to study the other sripts, then youshould also refer to the workshop presentations underTimba/do/Courses/Workshop2007-Presentations/for additional bakground material.
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Chapter 1Hello WorldIt has beome a tradition to start any introdution to a programming lan-guage with a �Hello World� program. The �rst Hello World I ever saw was inKernighan-Rihie's lassi �The C Programming Language�. It is also one ofthe few Hello World programs that is truly transparent (look up a Java �HelloWorld� some time if you want an example of truly painful programming...) Un-fortunately, a TDL �Hello World� will neessarily tend to be on the obtuse side,sine TDL was designed for something other than printing frivolous messages.Nevertheless, we an try to provide an equivalent (see 1-hello-world.py):from Timba.TDL import *def _define_forest (ns,**kwargs):ns.hello_world << Meq.Constant(value=0,message="Hello world!");print "Hello world!"Despite looking a little bit odd (i.e. the �< <� operator is in an unusual ontext),this sript is undoubtedly pure Python. This is beause TDL is Python. Thepoint well-worth emphasizing:TDL is Python!!!If you're not familiar with Python, now is the time to lose this book and goread the exellent �The Python Programming Language� (???). One you'vedone that, I reommend also getting �The Python Cookbook� and keeping itsomewhere where you're likely to broswe it often, a few pages at a time. Pythonhas many elegant mehanisms for getting omplex jobs done quikly, and TDLis designed to take full advantage of them; the Cookbook is a great resoure forneat and useful little Python triks.Now then, what happens if you run this sript? Of ourse, you an just run itthrough Python from the ommand line:7



$ python 1-helloworld.pyDebug: registered ontext Global=0Registered verbose ontext: tdl = 0Registered verbose ontext: pixmaps = 0Registered verbose ontext: meqds = 0Registered verbose ontext: widgets = 0Registered verbose ontext: gw = 0Registered verbose ontext: otopussy = 0Registered verbose ontext: tdlopt = 0Hello world!$Given that TDL is Python, the result is rather preditable: the import state-ment pulls in some modules (whih result in the debug messages at the top),then there's a funtion being de�ned (seemingly to no purpose), and then theprint statement at the top level produes �Hello world!�.To see the real point of this sript, we have to run it via MeqTrees.1.1 Browsers, kernels, trees: a quik primerMeqTrees onsists of three main omponents:
• A GUI alled the MeqBrowser (or simply the browser for short.) This isthe only piee of software that you will be interating with diretly. Thebrowser is responsible for running TDL sripts, de�ning trees, ontrollingtrees, and visualizing the results.
• The trees de�ned inside the browser are passed on to a kernel (a.k.a.the meqserver) for exeution. The kernel runs as a separate proess �potentially, even on a di�erent mahine. The kernel is where all the om-putational heavy lifting ours. It is meant to be lean, mean and fast, withall the omplex eye andy suh as visualization passed o� to the browser.
• A set of importable TDL modules and frameworks, inluding those on-tributed by other users, whih your sripts an make use of.To start the browser, you run the following ommand:$ meqbrowser.py...and if all goes well, a GUI window will appear.The �rst thing the browser needs to do is to start a kernel proess, whih ito�ers to do through the dialog in Figure 1.1. Just lik OK to start a loalproess.11The option to run a remote kernel was not fully funtional at time of writing, so it wasgreyed out. If you see it available in your GUI, then your version of MeqTrees is a lot newerthan this manual! 8



Figure 1.1: The �Connet� dialog
Figure 1.2: The browser, looking at the hello world node

Now we an load our Hello World sript. Selet the TDL | Load & ompile TDLsript menu option (or press Ctrl+T). If all goes well, you'll see a message tothe e�et that �sript has run suessfully�, and you'll see +Root nodes (1) showup in the �Trees� panel on the left side of the sreen. Clik on the ion next tothe Root nodes label to open it up, then lik on the hello_world entry, to seesomething like Figure 1.2.1.2 De�ning a nodeNow, what do we see here? We an see that we've reated one node alledhello_world, of lass MeqConstant. We an see its state reord in the panel onthe right. The latter is full of stu� we don't need to worry about at the moment,9



but if you look arefully, you'll see a �eld alled value, and a �eld alled message,with values of 0 and �Hello world!�, respetively.This situation was brought about by this bit of ode:def _define_forest (ns,**kwargs):ns.hello_world << Meq.Constant(value=0,message="Hello world!");Now, _define_forest() here is a prede�ned TDL name. When you run a TDLsript inside the browser, it looks for a funtion by that name, and invokes it(try loading a sript without a _define_forest(), and observe the results.)When the browser alls _define_forest(), it gives it a parameter alled thenode sope (ns). The node sope is a magial little objet that is pretty muhat the heart of TDL. The **kwargs2 entry serves to ath any optional namedparameters whih may be supplied by future versions of the browser, and whihwe needn't onern ourselves with here.The main purpose of the node sope is to allow us to name nodes. We'll beexamining sopes in more detail later on; for now, all that matters is that if nsis a node sope objet, then ns.name delares a node alled �name�. Sine inPython terms everything is an objet, ns.name is an objet too. We all suhan objet a node stub.Taken by itself, a node stub is not yet a real node, beause we haven't desribedwhat kind of a node it is. We do this by de�ning a node. To de�ne a node(i.e. to turn a node stub into a fully-�edged node on the kernel side), we reatea node de�nition � in this ase, by alling Meq.Constant() � and bind thatde�nition to a node stub using the Python < < operator.3There's some potential for onfusion here, so this deserves to be reiterated.Nodes as suh only exist on the kernel side of things. On the TDL side, they'rerepresented by node stubs. To de�ne a node on the kernel side, we have tomake a node stub on the TDL side, and bind it with a de�nition. The nodestub is the TDL equivalent of a kernel-side node, so sometimes the two termsare used interhangably. There is an important di�erene though � not all nodestubs get turned into nodes. If you don't bind a node stub with a de�nition, itwill remain a �potential� node in TDL, and no kernel-side ounterpart will bereated. When you do bind a node stub, the result is alled an initialized nodestub � and a �real� node ounterpart will be reated by the kernel.To make a node de�nition, we need, as a minimum, to speify a node lass �in this ase, alling Meq.Constant() spei�es a node lass of MeqConstant. Asyou'll see in the examples later on, in simple ases the node lass by itself issu�ient. Sometimes, though, you want to pass some optional arguments to anode. A MeqConstant node needs a value � this is passed in via the value2If you're not familiar with the Python �**� syntax, now is the time to lose this bookagain, and go bak to �The Python Programming Language�.3The normal meaning of < < is bitwise shift, whih is only appliable to Python integers.TDL rede�nes this operator for node stub objets, so as to perform binding between a nodestub and a node de�nition. 10



argument. You'll notie we also pass it a message argument. Do onstantsneed messages? They don't � but you an pass in arbitrary arguments whende�ning a node, and if they're not reognized by the node, they will just sit inthe state reord for all to see. This is atually a useful feature, as we'll disoverlater when we look at node tags.Now, what is the point of this whole Hello World exerise? Atually, there isn'tone. As I said before, TDL isn't really meant for writing Hello World programs.If we want to see something interesting, we should go beyond one node, andmake us a tree.1.3 Our �rst �real� treeNodes an be onneted together into a tree struture. If you've already readabout or seen something of MeqTrees, then you'll know that the point of a treeis to evaluate a mathematial expression. Any expression an be represented bya tree. For example, the expression
f = α sin(bx + cy + 1)an be represented by the tree in Figure 1.3.Figure 1.3: An expression tree.

An expression tree4 has the following features:
• nodes an have a parent-hild relationship, indiated by onnetions onthe diagram. Parent nodes are shown below their hild nodes.
• leaf nodes are the nodes at the top having no hildren. A leaf node rep-resents an atomi omponent of an expression, suh as a onstant (�1�, inthis example) or a parameter (α, b, x, c, y).4MeqTrees are not quite trees in the pedanti sense, sine we allow a hild to be sharedbetween multiple parents, and a tree � in the onventional de�nition of graph theory �doesn't. The orret term for the sort of strutures reated in MeqTrees is a direted ayligraph. You will agree that it doesn't quite roll o� the tongue like �tree� does.11



• funtional nodes have hildren. A funtional node evaluates some kindof a mathematial funtion on the result(s) of its hildren, as determinedby its lass. In this diagram we see instanes of add, multiply, and sinelasses.
• a root node has no parents, its result is the result of the expression (f, inthis ase). Note that f here happens to be a multipliation node. Notealso that we an hoose to view any node as a �root� node, the result ofwhih is determined by its subtree � the tree above it.Given a tree, it is very straightforward to evaluate its result algorithmially, bystarting at the leaf nodes, and propagating their values through to the parents.The power of MeqTrees lies in the fat that pratially any expression an berepresented by a tree � this is only limited by the availability of node lassesfor partiular mathematial operations � and most tastes are atered for.1.3.1 De�ning treesTo implement the tree for our expression, we need to de�ne multiple nodes, andsomehow speify who is a hild of whom. But let's start at the top of the tree,and de�ne the leaf nodes �rst:def _define_forest (ns,**kwargs):# this defines a leaf node named "alpha" of lass Meq.Constant,# initialized with the given value# (i.e. the Fine Struture Constant, in appropriate units)ns.alpha << Meq.Constant(value=297.61903062068177);This de�nes an �alpha� node as a onstant with the given value. It would bequite tiresome if we always had to de�ne onstants in suh a roundabout way,so TDL provides a shortut:ns.b << 1;ns. << 1;ns.x << 1;ns.y << 1;Here, instead of reating a node de�nition, we simply give a numeri value, andbind it to a node stub via the < < operator. This is exatly equivalent to de�ninga MeqConstant the verbose way.Next, we want to de�ne a parent node to ompute the bx produt. Multipliationis done by the MeqMultiply node, so we have to de�ne one and tell it that itshilden are �b� and �x�. This is easily done:ns.bx << Meq.Multiply(ns.b,ns.x);12



To speify a node's hildren, we simply pass the node stubs ns.b and ns.x as(unnamed) arguments to the node de�nition all. In fat, there's an even easierway:ns.y << ns. * ns.y;TDL rede�nes Python's �*� operator so that when it is used with node stubs, itautomatially produes a de�nition for a MeqMultiply node! The same appliesto +, - (both subtration and unary negation), /, % (modulo), and the built-inabs() funtion. This works for single operators and whole expressions, andmakes it quite easy to de�ne trees for simple arithmeti. E.g. we ould thensay:ns.sum << ns.bx + ns.y + 1;to automatially de�ne a MeqAdd node (two, in fat, sine two additions arebeing done), and even another implit MeqConstant node to represent the �1�.We ould have even rewritten the whole thing as:ns.sum << ns.b*ns.x + ns.*ns.y + 1;A ompound expression like this has to impliitly de�ne some intermediatenodes (e.g. for the bx and cy produts). In the meantime, we've only ex-pliitly named the �sum� node. Sine every node must have a name, TDLwill automatially generate names for the intermediate nodes. If you run theIntro1/demo1-first-tree.py sript in the browser, and open up the Treesview (starting with Root nodes) on the left, you'll see these auto-generatednames show up.Don't get arried away though, automati de�nition only works for basi arith-meti. To ompute the sine, we need to de�ne a MeqSin node the hard way:ns.sin << Meq.Sin(ns.sum);Of ourse, Python provides a math.sin() funtion for omputing sines, but itwould be a mistake to try to use it here. It's important to always realize thatTDL does not ompute!!!That is, the atual taking of the sine happens later, on the kernel side, whenwe evaluate the tree. Over on the TDL side, we're simply de�ning a sine nodeto perform this operation. This is why the built-in math.sin is inappropriate.If you say something likens.sin << math.sin(ns.sum); 13



...you'll get bak a Python error, sine it an't ompute the sine of a node stubobjet. On the other hand, you an always say things like:ns.foo << math.sin(1);This will evaluate sin(1) using Python, the result of whih is a numeri value �whih then hits the < < operator and gets turned into a MeqConstant de�nition.Getting bak to our tree, we �nally need to de�ne the root node, �f�:ns.f << ns.alpha * ns.sin;or we ould roll the sine and the produt into a single statement:ns.f << ns.alpha * Meq.Sin(ns.sum)or even roll up the whole tree into a single statement:ns.f << ns.alpha*Meq.Sin(ns.b*ns.x+ns.*ns.y+1);You'll note that here we're applying the multipliation operator �*� to a nodestub (ns.alpha) and a node de�ntion (Meq.Sin()). TDL reognizes this kindof thing too, and automatially de�nes an intermediate node for the sine.This ompletes our _define_forest() funtion, now it's time to see some re-sults.1.3.2 Evaluating treesNow that we've put together our �rst tree, how do we get MeqTrees to omputethe result? We have to tell the kernel to evaluate the tree. This is alledexeuting the tree, and is a ompletely separate step from de�ning the tree.5Oftentimes, you will run a TDL sript to de�ne a tree, and then reevaluate thattree many times under di�erent onditions.To exeute the tree, we need to add an extra bit of ode to our sript:# at top of filefrom Timba.Meq import meq# ...and somewhere elsedef _test_forest (mqs, parent):domain = meq.domain(1,10,1,10);ells = meq.ells(domain,num_freq=10, num_time=11);request = meq.request(ells);result = mqs.exeute('f',request);5The term running a tree is oasionally used in plae of exeuting. To most programmers,the two words mean pretty muh the same. We prefer to exeute our trees, so as not to onfuseit with running TDL sripts (whih only de�ne trees.)14



Figure 1.4: The sript Exe menu.

Without going into details (of whih there will be more than enough later), thisfuntion puts together a request objet, and (with the �nal statement) sends itto a node of our tree, in this ase �f� (it is also perfetly all right to send therequest to any node � not just the root node � so as to evaluate its subtreeseparately.) On the kernel side, the request will be passed up the tree to the leafnodes, telling them to return their values to their parents, telling the parents toompute their funtions and return the results to their parents, and so on allthe way bak to the root node.As you may have guessed, _test_forest() is another one of these prede�nedfuntion names. How do we invoke this funtion? If you load and run theIntro1/demo1-first-tree.py sript in the browser, you'll note a button la-belled Exe at the top of the sript editor window (There's atually two redun-dant buttons � the seond one is labelled TDL Exe and is situated somewhathigher. The seond button is onvenient when you've hidden the editor window.)Pressing this button pops open a menu (see Figure 1.4) ontaining a �test forest�item. Cliking on this item will ause the browser to all our _test_forest()funtion. Basially, any time the browser loads a sript with a _test_forest()funtion, it will plae a link to it into the Exe menu. Other prede�ned namesare also reognized: we'll see more of them later on.1.3.3 Results & BookmarksNow, liking on the �test forest� item was probably not very satisfying. You mayhave seen a message �ash by to the e�et that �tree has exeuted suessfully�,but that's all.How do we see the result of our alulation? Atually, this isn't something youoften need to do in real life, so the browser doesn't try to thrust it in your fae.Usually you're more interested in having the result written out somewhere (e.g.to an AIPS++ Measurement Set.) On the other hand, even then one wouldstill like to see something � some intermediate results for example � if only toverify that the tree is ating as expeted, or to keep trak of the data going by.15



These an often be far more interesting than the �nal result itself.In fat, MeqTrees goes a lot further than any software system (arguably, allthe way), by making available the result of eah and every node � e�etively,eah and every intermediate alulation. These an be examined by likingaround in the Trees view, as we'll see somewhat later. Of ourse, the resultof eah and every node is way more information than you'll ever need (unlessyou're debugging a tree that ats funny.) It's far more likely that there's onlya handful of �interesting� nodes that you want to look at. For fast aess tothese, a TDL sript an de�ne one or more bookmarks, whih show up in theBookmarks menu at the top of the sreen.Now load up Intro1/demo1-first-tree.py if you haven't already done so, andrun the tree by liking on the �test forest� item in the Exe drop-down menu.Aess the Bookmarks menu, and lik on �result of 'f'�. This is a bookmark tothe root node of our tree. You'll see a panel show up in the Gridded Viewerspane on the right. Depending on how reent your installation of MeqTrees is �the viewer widgets are always a work in progress � this will either be a largegreen box (indiating a onstant value), or a simple message. In any ase youshould be able to see the answer given by our tree:42.1.4 How to ask the right questionAt this point you may be feeling somewhat underwhelmed, having gone througha lot of trouble for suh a seemingly simple answer. But if you still rememberyour lassis (???), you should immediately reognize that we simply don't knowhow to ask the right question yet.Fortunately, formulating the right question in MeqTrees is not very di�ult.The thing is, if you're only interested in salar alulations, you don't reallyneed to build trees � MathLab, or a Python prompt, or even a alulator isway more onvenient. MeqTrees was really designed to work with funtions, notsalars.1.4.1 A world of funtionsMost things we deal with in real life (insofar as radioastronomy and suh an beonsidered �real life�) are funtions of something or other. A typial astronomialimage gives �ux or brightness a funtion of x, y (and perhaps ν � frequeny).An interferometer observes orrelations as funtions of time t and frequeny ν.Antenna gains an be omplex funtions of t, ν. Ionospheri phase (as seen byone antenna) is a funtion of diretion and ν.Now onsider our original expression:
f = α sin(bx + cy + 1)16



If we make x and y funtions of time and frequeny, then f itself beomes afuntion of time and frequeny:
f(t, ν) = α sin(bx(t, ν) + cy(t, ν) + 1)Can we make a tree to ompute f as a funtion of t, ν? We already have, prettymuh. Every node in a tree an produe a funtion instead of a salar, and therest will ompute the �right� result, regardless. In fat, salars are just speialases of onstant funtions.1.4.2 Representing funtionsOf ourse a funtion in the mathematial sense is usually de�ned over a ontin-uous � and thus in�nite � spae. The onventional way to represent funtionsin numerial omputing, and the one used by MeqTrees, is to limit ourselvesto a �nite domain (e.g. [tbegin, tend] × [νbegin, νend] ), make a gridding of thatdomain ({t1...tn}, {ν1...νm}), and then represent a funtion f(t, v) by an n×marray of samples {f ij = f(ti, νj)}. This of ourse applies to an arbitrary numberof axes, not just two.6To see this in ation, load up Intro1/demo2-improved-tree.py, run �test for-est�, and look at the bookmarks.1.4.3 So what's a funtion look like?This sript atually builds two trees � one rooted at node �f�, the other at �f1�.If you load up the �f� bookmark, you should see something like Figure 1.5 (andif you don't, you've probably forgotten to lik on �test forest�.)Now, if you look at the plot, you will see that it displays �f� as a two-dimensionalimage in frequeny and time. How did this time/frequeny dependene omeabout? Look at the top of the sript, and you'll see that the �x� and �y� nodesare no longer de�ned as onstants:ns.x << Meq.Time;ns.y << Meq.Freq;The MeqTime node returns time as a funtion of time, the MeqFreq node likewise(note that when de�ning a node with no arguments, the () is not neessary �but we ould have used Meq.Time() just as well.) So we have just de�ned

x(t) ≡ t, y(ν) ≡ ν6MeqTrees supports up to 8 axes at a time, the meaning of whih may be (re)de�ned inan arbitrary way. Frequeny and time, being the two most popular ones, are the default foraxis 1 and 2, and so will be used in most of our examples.17



Figure 1.5: Viewing a funtion in the browser

Looking at the rest of the tree, the expression for f then beomes
f(t, ν) = α sin(t cos(2ν))Note that it's only the �x� and �y� nodes where we de�ne a time/frequenydependene � it propagates through the rest of the tree auto-magially. Foromparison, the tree rooted at �f1� is de�ned as
f1 = α sin(x1 cos(2y

1
)),with x1 = y1 = 1. If you look at the bookmark for �f1�, you'll see a onstantresult as previously.On a side note, note this syntax:ns.f1 << a*Meq.Sin((ns.x1<<1)*Meq.Cos(2*(ns.y1<<1)))This takes advantage of the fat that the < < operator returns the node stub itselfas a result. This lets us name and de�ne nodes diretly inside an expression.Thus the line above is just a more onise version of the following piee of ode:ns.x1 << 1;ns.y1 << 1;ns.f1 << a*Meq.Sin(ns.x1*Meq.Cos(2*ns.y1))18



1.4.4 Intermezzo: assigning nodes to variablesYou may have notied one other interesting twist in this sript. At the start of_define_forest(), we de�ne the �alpha� node as follows:a = ns.alpha << 297.61903062068177;Reall that the < < operator has a return value, namely the node stub itself.The statement above de�nes the node stub �alpha�, and assigns it to the Pythonvariable a. We an then reuse a anywhere in plae of ns.alpha, in partiularhere:ns.f1 << a*Meq.Sin((ns.x1<<1)*Meq.Cos(2*(ns.y1<<1)))As we'll see later, this is a very useful feature of TDL, but it an ause someonfusion to beginners, as I saw myself during our workshops. In partiular,a = Meq.Constant(value=0);may look like it produes a node, but in fat it doesn't7, no more thanMeq.Constant(value=0);alone by itself does. To de�ne a real node, you must always do two things: makea node stub, and bind it to a de�nition with < < .1.4.5 Looking at other resultsThe browser provides a number of ways of looking at nodes and results. Theseare provided by di�erent viewer plugins. The plots we aessed via the book-marks were produed by the Result Plotter plugin. A more system-level viewan be obtained via the Reord Browser. If you left-lik on a node in theTrees view, it brings up a Reord Browser for that node's state reord. If youright-lik on a node, you an selet a di�erent viewer via the ontext menu.The state reord tells you more than you ever want to know about a node. Fornow, we're only interested in a �eld alled ahe.result. If you �nd node �y�and bring up its state reord, then expand the ahe.result �eld, you should seesomething like Figure 1.6.The browser makes it so easy to examine the tree that it's easy to forget oneimportant thing: what you're looking at is just a Python representation ofsomething that's going on inside the kernel. When you lik on a node, thebrowser sends a message to the kernel requesting that node's state, and reeivesa snapshot of the state in reply. We'll return to this distintion later on.7What it atually does will be made learer in Chapter 3.19



Figure 1.6: Looking at a ahed result

1.4.5.1 Axes of variabilityThe thing to note in Figure 1.6 is that the value �eld of the result is a 1 × 200array. This is beause the �y� node depends only on frequeny, whih is theseond axis by default. In this ase we say that the result has a single axis ofvariability, frequeny. If you look at the �x� node, its value will be a 100×1 array(or a vetor of length 100, whih is really the same thing as far as MeqTrees areonerned), indiating that time (the �rst axis) is the only axis of variability.If you lik through the ahe.results of the parents of �y�, you'll see the same
1 × 200 dimensions, until we get to the �multiply...� node upstream, where the�x� and the �y� branhes ome together. The value of this node is a 100 × 200array, indiating a that both time and frequeny are now axes of variability.What this illustrates is that MeqTrees is very eonomial about representingfuntions � if a node's result has no variability along a partiular axis, its sizealong that axis will be 1. But results with di�erent axes of variability will beombined together and yield the right answer with the right number of axes.If you've ever done any numerial ode of your own, you've probably writ-ten endless for loops iterating over times, frequenies, oordinates, and what-not. MeqTrees takes are of all of this for you, and even lets you go bak andpainlessly introdue an extra dimension somewhere at the start of the alu-lation � whih in normal numerial ode would require restruturing of everysubsequent loop. 20



1.4.6 Domains, Grids, CellsWhere did the magial sizes of 100 and 200 for the time and frequeny axesomes from? From this bit of ode:def _test_forest (mqs, parent):domain = meq.domain(10,20,0,10);ells = meq.ells(domain,num_freq=200, num_time=100);request = meq.request(ells);The �rst line onstruts a domain objet, speifying the domain (in t, ν) overwhih we want to evaluate the tree. In this ase t goes from 0 to 10, and ν from10 to 20. The seond line onstruts a ells objet. A ells onsists of a domainand a gridding. This partiular invoation makes a regular grid of 100 pointsin t and 200 points in ν, for the given domain.8 Finally, we put the ells into arequest objet, whih will then be passed to the root node of our tree.1.4.7 Who knows what�Who knows what� is a very important question in software design. In a well-designed system, eah omponent should have the minimum information ne-essary to get its job done. If this �segregation of information� is not lovinglymaintained, you'll see various assumptions reep in where they don't belong,eah one undermining the �exibility of the �nal system.We'll be touhing on this question again later; in the meantime, let's reviewwho in MeqTrees knew what in the examples we've looked at.1.4.7.1 The user (i.e., ourselves)We know all � or do we? Of ourse we know the sript that built our trees,sine we wrote it. On the other hand, somebody else ould have written thesript for us. We an then hoose to treat it as a blak box. The only thingwe, the users, need to know then is to lik on �test forest� to run the tree, andlik on Bookmarks to look at results. If we're really interested in the internalstruture of the tree, we an browse it in the Trees pane, and lik on variousnodes to disover everything there is to know about them.There's an important priniple here that was designed into MeqTrees from thevery beginning � the user is allowed to know everything. Pratially all thesystem internals are ompletely transparent and an be viewed from the browser.On the other hand, for users who just want a broad overview, there's an extensivesystem of visualizations and bookmarks to provide just that.8In ase you're wondering, it is also possible to speify irregular grids. And of ourse adomain need not be in frequeny and time. We'll see examples of this later.21



1.4.7.2 The treeThe tree, in fat, knows nothing, beause the tree, as a separate entity, ispratially non-existent. A tree is only a olletion of nodes that happen tobe onneted. All the knowledge neessary for running the tree resides in theindividual nodes. This is alled the loality priniple.1.4.7.3 The nodesWhat does a node know?
• It knows its lass, i.e. what sort of operation it has to perform
• It knows its hildren
• It has some knowledge of its parents (mostly for housekeeping purposessuh as ahing)
• It knows its state, whih an in�uene its behaviourWhat a node doesn't know:
• It doesn't (usually) know the type of its hildren. All it knows is that theyreturn some kind of result.
• It doesn't know anything about the tree, apart from its hildren or parents.
• It doesn't know anything about domains or grids. The domain and gridomes up in the request from its parent(s). It an make use of that infor-mation while it proesses the request, but it doesn't usually retain it.ReapHere's a short review of what we learned in this hapter:
• MeqTrees onsists of a fast kernel for doing the real work (building andrunning trees), and a graphial browser for looking at things.
• You build trees via TDL sripts. TDL sripts de�ne the struture of trees.TDL is Python with some syntati sugar thrown in.
• The purpose of a tree is (usually) to evaluate some mathematial expres-sion. Most real-life expression will be funtions of something or other, e.g.time, frequeny, position, et. A tree provides an e�ient way to evaluatesuh funtions �in bulk�.
• You �run� a tree by giving it a domain and a gridding (�ells�), and itreturns the value of the expression over that grid.
• With the browser, you an look at trees in great detail, and visualizeeverything. 22



Chapter 2Growing ForestsThe previous hapter's examples don't really answer the fundamental questionof What's the point?blah blah lots of trees blah blah. Basially some subset of the workshop demos.This may even grow into several hapters.
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Chapter 3The Python PerspetiveThis hapter aims to provide an in-depth desription of how TDL does what itdoes, and how to make it do what you want. As a way of desribing trees, TDLis (I hope) natural enough that you an get a very long way without any realidea of what's happening under the hood. The same of ourse goes for Pythonitself, or any other high-level programming language.To be really pro�ient in a language, however, requires a solid understanding ofthe basis. What really happens when you de�ne a node? What's the di�erenebetween a node and a Python variable? What happens when you pass a nodeto a funtion? What does the node sope really do, and why should you are?If you an answer these questions, what have you gained? At least a few things:
• You'll think of faster ways to aomplish the same result, and with fewererrors
• Obsure error messages will ease to be so mysterious
• You'll �nd your sripts to be a lot more reusable down the line
• You'll have a far learer idea of how frameworks like Meow work, andyou'll be able to employ them better
• You may even make your own frameworks and modules.All in all, you'll �nd yourself doing less atual work in TDL while putting it tomuh better use, leaving you with more time for getting interesting results!And there's another good reason. Beause TDL is Python, getting adept atTDL will automatially make you more pro�ient in Python, thus honing skillswhih an be quite useful in the world outside of MeqTrees (as muh as we hateto admit that there is suh a plae...)As a �nal warning, this hapter will ertainly venture into the touhy territoryof good (or even � ambitiously � best) praties. This is a subjet that is25



di�ult to over without hitting the oasional preahy note. As the personwho is prinipally to blame for TDL in the �rst plae, and having done probablymore work in it � and, ruially, having made more mistakes � than anyoneelse up till now, I do feel somewhat quali�ed to preah on the subjet. Onthe other hand, in a projet that has always developed through something of areative anarhy, there's not muh plae for gospel. Besides, as a language TDLis ertainly too young for an anywhere-near-omplete body of best praties tohave emerged. So please feel free to do things di�erently and make your ownmistakes (try not to repeat too many of mine, though) and re�ne your ownpraties. In the words of Captain Barbossa, �the [Pirate℄ Code is more whatyou'd all `guidelines' than atual rules.�Reading the Python lass doumentationThe Python lasses responsible for making TDL work reside in the Timba.TDLimplmodule. The lasses are alled _NodeSope, _ClassGen, _ClassStub, _NodeDefand _NodeStub. You an �nd a detailed lass referene here:??????????????????????????????It's hard to make muh sense of the lass referene without a basi understandingof how the lasses work together. The latter is supposed to be provided by thishapter. After reading this hapter, you an go to the lass referene to �ll inthe gaps.3.1 Node sopes, stubs and de�nitionsIf you reall our Hello World sript (1-helloworld.py), we an see that the�tree�, suh as it is, is brought about by this bit of ode:def _define_forest (ns,**kwargs):ns.hello_world << Meq.Constant(value=0,message="Hello world!");Now, we already know that _define_forest() is a prede�ned TDL name thatthe browser looks for when we load the sript. The node sope (ns) argument ismore preisely known as the global node sope. This is a �magi� objet that'sreated by the browser. The purpose of _define_forest() is to populate theglobal node sope with node de�nitions, whih the browser an then pass ontothe kernel to onstrut a tree.A ruial (for us) feature of Python is that funtion arguments are always passedby referene. This means that only one opy of the ns objet atually exists, andany manipulations inside _define_forest() are done diretly on the originalobjet. Likewise, you an pass ns to your own funtions, and it will still referto the same original global node sope.Note that assignment in Python is not manipulation. If your _define_forest()says 26



ns = 0;then you haven't done anything to the original node sope objet. All you'vedone is disassoiate the loal (loal to _define_forest(), that is) ns variablefrom the node sope objet, and assoiate it with the integer �0�. The originalnode sope is still out there somewhere, you've simply disarded your refereneto it. Similarly, sayingns1 = ns;does not make a new node sope objet � all it does is give you two loalvariables that refer to the same objet. This is really fundamental to Python,not just TDL.The main purpose of the node sope is to allow us to name nodes. In Python,saying ns.foomeans �give me the attribute named `foo' of the objet referred toby variable ns�. An alternative syntax for this operation is getattr(ns,'foo').�Normal� Python objets have a �xed set of attributes de�ned by their lass.The node sope lass rede�nes the get-attribute operation to do node naming.The naming operation works as follows:
• When you try to get the attribute �foo�, it heks if a node stub alled�foo� is already present.
• If it is, it returns that node stub.
• If not, then it reates a new node stub, and returns it.Note that, one again, Python works by referene. There is only one node stubout there for �foo�. If you say:foo = ns.foo;bar = ns.foo;you now have two loal variables, foo and bar, both referring to the same stubfor node �foo�.The node sope lass also rede�nes the [℄ operation to work in exatly the sameway. The three expressionsns.foogetattr(ns,'foo')ns['foo'℄all produe exatly the same result. The seond and third form allow one twistthat the �rst form doesn't � that is, using expressions to �ompute� nodenames. For example,a = 'fo'ns[a+'o'℄is a fany alternative to ns.foo. I'm sure reative minds an �nd a great usefor this. 27



3.1.1 �Real� node sope methodsNote that node sopes also have a few �real� attributes (more preisely, methods)in the onventional Python sense. For example, ns.Subsope() invokes anatual method to reate a subsope, instead of reating a node stub named�Subsope�. Another example is the ns.Searh() method, whih an be usedto searh node sopes. Both of these operations will be disussed later.The onvention is that all �real� methods of the node sope objet have namesthat start with a apital. To see a omplete list of these reserved names, youan refer to the lass doumentation.In the unlikely event that you atually do mean to make a node stub named�Subsope� (and are not worried by the ensuing terminology reep � but hey,it's a free ountry, presumably), you an always do it via the [℄ syntax:ns["Subsope"℄ << Meq.Confusion(message="I've gone bonkers")3.1.2 Objets and more objetsBut what is a node stub? First of all, remember that everything in Pythonis a �rst-lass objet. So a node stub is an objet � as it happens, of theTDL._NodeStub lass. We'll study the lass in more detail later, in the mean-time, the ruial question is, what does a node stub really represent? Well, theanswer is, it represents a node name. The name, by itself, is not yet a ompletenode � we have to assoiate it with a node de�nition.What's a node de�nition? You guessed it, it's also an objet (of the TDL._NodeDeflass.) What does a node de�nition really represent? All the information re-quired to reate a node, exept the name. As a minimum, this inludes thenode lass (not to be onfused with Python lasses!1), but it may also ontainreferenes to hild nodes, and optional arguments. Node de�nition objets arereated by alling something like Meq.Classname(...). By itself, a de�nitionis not a omplete node either. The < < operator is how a node stub (i.e. thename) meets a de�ntion and beomes a fully-�edged node.This is worth a summary:
• Every MeqTree node needs a name and a de�nition. The latter onsists ofa node lass, (optional) referenes to hild nodes, and (optional) keywordarguments.
• The name is unique but the de�nition isn't. In fat, you an de�ne manyidential (in all but name) nodes using the same de�nition objet.
• Taken by itself, a node stub like ns.foo is only a �potential� node � it'sreally just a node name, nothing more.1Node lasses are only known to the MeqTree kernel. On the kernel side, they atuallyorrespond to C++ lasses. On the TDL side, a �node lass� is just a string identi�er.28



• Likewise, on its own, a node de�nition objet suh as that returned byMeq.Constant() is also only a �potential� node. It is when the two arebound together with the < < operator that a omplete node emerges.
• Consequently, you may litter your ode with node stubs and node de�ni-tions that are not bound to anything, and none of these will ause any�real� nodes to be reated. The following thoroughly useless bit of odereates an empty tree:def _define_forest (ns,**kwargs):a = ns.foo;b = Meq.Constant();3.2 What really happens during bindingLet's see how Python handles the statement:ns.foo < < Meq.Constant(value=0);First, it evaluates the left-hand side, ns.foo. It tries to get the �foo� attributeof the node sope objet, and gets bak a node stub objet.Next, it evaluates the right-hand side. Here we have another �magi� TDL objetalled Meq. This is a node lass generator objet (TDL._ClassGen). We'll take adetailed look inside it in a bit. In the meantime, the expression Meq.Constantmeans simply �get the attribute named `Constant' of the objet referred to byMeq.� Similarly to how node sopes return node stubs for their attributes, a lassgenerator returns a lass stub (TDL._ClassStub) when an attribute is aessed.Then, �(value=0)� means �treat whatever you got as a funtion, and all itwith a keyword parameter, value=0.� The end result of the expression is thenwhatever the funtion all returned. Whih, due to some magi going on insidethe lass generator and lass stub objets, happens to be a node de�nition objetspeifying a node lass of MeqConstant, with an extra value=0 argument.Now Python has a node stub objet on the left, a node de�nition on the right,and the �< <� operator in between. This operator normally means a bitwiseshift, but the TDL._NodeStub rede�nes it to do something else. Beause of this,Python alls a speial method of the node stub objet (alled __lshift__, ifyou want to know), with the node de�nition as an argument. The node stubobjet then indelibly assoiates itself with the given de�nition, and now ontainsenough information to be later turned into a �real� node. This operation is alsoalled initializing a node stub.For the sake of illustration, here's an equivalent piee of Python ode that makesevery step expliit:node_stub = ns.foo# or equivalently: nodestub = getattr(ns,'foo')lass_stub = Meq.Constant 29



node_def = lass_stub(value=0)node_stub << node_def3.2.1 Rebinding and reusing nodesWhat happens when you refer to ns.foo again? Of ourse you get bak areferene to the same node stub, whih has now been initialized. We do thisall the time when speifying the hildren of a node. In fat, a little-appreiatedfeature is that node stubs need not be initialized before use, as long as youremember to initialize them later. The following is perfetly legitimate:ns.bar << ns.foo + 1;ns.foo << Meq.Constant(value=1);If you omit the seond line, you'll get bak an error message.2What about doing < < to an already initialized node stub? This is only allowedif the node de�nition is the same:ns.foo << Meq.Constant(value=1);ns.foo << Meq.Constant(value=1);is OK, butns.foo << Meq.Constant(value=1);ns.foo << Meq.Constant(value=0);will produe an error. Personally, I onsider rebinding to be bad pratie. Insome ompliated ases, �guring out if a node de�nition is the same or not anbe a diey proess, so I'd rather not rely on this feature.3.2.1.1 The �**� operator: one-time bindingIf you have a funtion for de�ning some part of the tree, and you all thatfuntion repeatedly, you probably want to initialize the nodes only one, ratherthan try to rebind them every time. TDL provides two onvenient mehanismsfor this. The �rst one is the �**� operator. This is similar to �< <�, but it means�only bind if not already bound, otherwise ignore.� So something like:def make_tree_for_foo (ns):return ns.foo ** Meq.Constant(value=1);2In the urrent version of TDL, this error message says something like �hild n not initial-ized�. This makes some sense: you have spei�ed �foo� to be a hild of �bar�, but you forgotto initialize �foo�. Still, I've notied that this error tends to onfuse people, so I may hangeit to something more luid in the future. 30



means that ns.foowill be initialized as usual the �rst time the funtion is alled.Subsequent alls will ignore the de�nition and return the already-initializedns.foo. Note that a ommon gotha with the �**� operator is that it has veryhigh preedene (unlike �<<�, whih is very low). For example, the statementns.foo < < ns.bar + 1is (intuitively enough) equivalent tons.foo < < (ns.bar + 1)due to �<<� having a lower preedene than �+�. By ontrast,ns.foo ** ns.bar + 1atually orresponds to(ns.foo ** ns.bar) + 1and would probably result in an error! It's therefore a good pratie to alwaysparenthesize the right-hand side of the �**�:ns.foo ** ( ns.bar + 1 )3.2.1.2 The initialized() methodThe �**� operator is handy for one-line de�nitions, but what is you want tomake a whole subtree for �foo�, but only one? A useful mehanism is providedby the initialized() method of a node stub:def make_tree_for_foo (ns):if not ns.foo.initialized():# define ompliated subtree for fooreturn ns.foo;The �rst time the funtion is alled, initialized() returns False, so thebody of the if statement is exeuted and �foo� is presumably initialized. Forsubsequent alls, initialized() beomes True, so the body is skipped andns.foo is simply returned as is. If you ombine it with the handy trik ofassigning a node stub to a variable for later reuse (see below), you end up with:def make_tree_for_foo (ns):foo = ns.foo;if not foo.initialized():# define ompliated subtree for fooreturn foo;whih is my preferred pattern for making de�ne-one funtions. I prefer to namethe top-level node stub only one, and use a loal Python variable to refer to iteverywhere else. With this pattern, if I later deide to rename the �foo� node to�foo_with_a_twist�, I only need to hange the �rst line of the funtion; withthe previous pattern, I would have to edit all the ns.foo invoations.31



3.2.2 Binding via = (assignment)It is also possible to bind a node stub to a de�nition by assigning to a nodestub:ns.foo = Meq.Constant(value=0);This is fully equivalent tons.foo < < Meq.Constant(value=0);The only di�erene is that the < < operator returns the node stub itself as itsresult (see below), while assignment in Python is not an expression. That is,you an't saya = (b=0) + 1;in Python, as tempting as it may be to someone with a C/C++ bakground.You an say things like:a = b = 0;but that's just a shorthand for two separate assignments:a=0; b=0;Thus, the double assignmentns.foo = ns.bar = Meq.Constant(value=0);should initialize both �foo� and �bar� with the same de�nition.Personally, I don't like to use assignment with node stubs, sine it an be easilyonfused with assignment to a variable. TDL ode is learer when you use < <for all your nodes. Also, something likea = ns.foo = Meq.Constant(value=0);produes something entirely di�erent (and dangerously, unintuitively so) as om-pared toa = ns.foo < < Meq.Constant(value=0);We'll take a loser look at this in setion 3.4, when we talk about the use ofPython variables to refer to nodes.3.3 Hiding informationThe hiding of information is one of the lesser appreiated virtues of good softwaredesign. When a framework appears to be rih in funtionality and features, butproves to be lunky and di�ult to work with in pratie, it is more often thannot due to too muh information being revealed and/or shared.A design based on many small omponents (i.e. funtions and lasses) thatreveal and share minimal information will usually prove to be superior � inthe sense of being easier to use and extend � to a funtionally equivalent onethat is based on a few larger aggregate omponents that try to do and revealtoo muh. One reason for this is something alled assumption reep. When youwrite ode based on an interfae, you an't help making extra assumptions about32



what goes on behind the senes, some of whih invariably go beyond what theoriginal developer (whih may even be yourself) intended. The result of this anbe fragile ode with a spaghetti-like web of dependenies that is hard to extendbut easy to break. Assumption reep an be somewhat mitigated by good odingdisipline, but truly disiplined programmers are few and far between (I ertainlydon't ount myself in that ategory.) A good interfae that hides more than itreveals an be a powerful deterrent all by itself. This may seem ounterintuitiveat �rst (you'd think �less information� = �more assumptions�), but is none theless true. The key word here is good interfae. It's ertainly possible to hide toomuh and/or to hide the wrong things. A �many small omponents� design maybe thoroughly useless if the omponents hide the important things and revealthe trivial ones.Striking the right balane between hiding and revealing information is a matterof judgement and hands-on experiene. Nobody (that I know of) gets it rightthe �rst time anyway. My personal preferene is to err on the side of aution� expose minimal information in the initial versions, and reveal more in lateriterations as required.The reason I bring the subjet up here is that subsequent disussion will fea-ture many examples of information being hidden, in ways both good and bad.The �hiding of information� point of view an (hopefully) provide an additionalperspetive on what onstitutes good and bad TDL and Python.3.4 Using Python variables and funtionsTDL is Python. Everything in Python is a �rst-lass objet. I don't get tired ofreiterating these two basi priniples beause they are e�etively the two axiomsof TDL from whih everything else follows.We may have rede�ned the < < operator in a funny way, but the things on theleft- and right-hand side of the < < are still Python objets, and they are subjetto the same rules as any other Python objets. For example, we an assign themto a Python variable.With that in mind, try to guess what this bit of ode really does:foo = Meq.Constant(value=1);Does this de�ne any nodes? Of ourse not. All it does is all Meq.Constant()to reate a node de�nition objet, and assoiate that objet with the Pythonvariable foo. Beause everything is a �rst-lass objet, everything and anythingan be assigned to variables for later reuse. In this ase, we've assigned a nodede�nition to foo, so subsequently we an do:ns.a << foo;ns.b << foo; 33



...to reate nodes named �a� and �b�, and bind the same de�nition to both.More usefully, a node stub suh as ns.a is also a �rst-lass objet. We ouldhave rewritten the above as:a = ns.a;a << foo;The �rst statement here reates a node stub for �a� and assigns it to Pythonvariable a, the seond statement binds it with the node de�nition that we hadpreviously assigned to foo. We've already seen things like this in a lot of theexamples.3.4.1 Using funtionsAll Python objets an be passed in and out of funtions. Sine everything ispassed by referene, you really are dealing with the same objet both inside thefuntion, and outside, in the alling ontext. For example:def my_node_definition ():return Meq.Constant(value=1);def _define_forest(ns,**kwargs):ns.a << my_node_definition();is a perfetly legitimate way of deoupling the de�nition of the node, and hidingit away inside a funtion. I've never found this partiular pattern very useful,but you may.3.4.1.1 Funtions that de�ne treesA far far more important pratie is illustrated by this example:def define_tree_to_do_foo(node,a,b):node << a + b;return node;def _define_forest(ns,**kwargs):define_tree_to_do_foo(ns.a,1,2);define_tree_to_do_foo(ns.b,3,4);define_tree_to_do_foo(ns.,ns.a,ns.b);Think arefully about what's happening here!
• We've hidden the knowledge of how to build a tree for this partiularoperation inside a funtion. This is a good thing � we an hange thefuntion later without hanging the alling ode.34



• We don't want the funtion to worry about naming nodes, beause we'regoing to all it many times, to produe di�erently named nodes. So wename the nodes on the outside, where we reate the node stub, and thenwe pass the stub as an argument to the funtion. This is a very good thing,sine it hides the business of naming from the funtion, and ultimatelyhelps to avoid name lashes.3Essentially, our funtion has beome a template for making a tree. We've al-ready seen this at work in the ionosphere example. I've thrown in the a and bparameters to show how the �template� an be made to depend on additionalarguments. Can you guess what tree this sript is going to produe? Load itup in the browser (?????????.py) to see if you guessed right.There's an important lesson to be learned from a and b here. You don't spe-ify parameter types when you de�ne a Python funtion, and Python doesno type heking at all time. So, what an you pass for a and b? Theanswer is, anything that'll work (as in, exeute without an error). In thepartiular ase of define_tree_for_foo(), this means anything that an belegally added together and bound to a node stub. The �rst two times we alldefine_tree_for_foo() with onstants for a and b, and the third time withnode stubs � and eah time, the funtion just works as we would intuitivelyexpet it to. This is great, sine it makes our funtion all that more �exible.Note also the �return node� statement at the end. The funtion will returnthe same node stub that was passed in. This is a onveniene devie. We ignorethe return value in the example here, but in other ontexts it may prove to behandy. For example, we ould rewrite the three separate invoations above asone nested statement:define_tree_to_do_foo(ns.,define_tree_to_do_foo(ns.a,1,2),define_tree_to_do_foo(ns.b,3,4));3.4.1.2 The reverse of the medalThis kind of delayed type heking is a fantastially powerful feature of Python.Used properly, it allows you to write muh more �exible and useful ode thanyou ever ould with a statially-typed language. Like most power tools, it willhappily in�it grievous bodily harm if you don't show it proper respet. Tryadding the following line to the ode above:define_tree_to_do_foo(ns.d,ns.,"x");3You may wonder what happens if our funtion needs to name some intermediate nodes.The best way to avoid lashes then is to use subsopes, or to add quali�ers to the node stubthat is passed in. This will be disussed in detail later on.35



The funtion all exeutes �ne, but inside the funtion Python throws an error.The error is obvious: you an't add a node stub to a string. The problem is,the �real� mistake ours at the point where we all the funtion � but Pythonan't detet it until it is exeuting the funtion itself. The error message is thusmisleading with respet to the atual ause.That's no big deal in a short sript like this, but imagine we were alling afuntion in somebody else's ode, and got the parameter types wrong. We'd seea mysterious Python error within a ompletely unfamiliar piee of ode. Onlyby looking bak through the all stak ould we get to the ultimate ause of theerror, whih is in our own ode. Fortunately, the browser makes this easy �every error message shows an assoiated all stak, whih you an quikly likthrough to see where the error may have arisen.This is a partiular headahe if you're trying to write a module or a frameworkfor the bene�t of the world at large. In my personal experiene, wrong parametertypes � and the ensuing onfusion of error messages � have been a onstantpain to beginning users of Meow. It is possible to partially alleviate this byadding expliit type heking at the entrypoints to your funtions, e.g.:def define_tree_to_do_foo(node,a,b):if not ( (is_node(a) or isinstane(a,(int,float,omplex))) and \(is_node(b) or isinstane(b,(int,float,omplex))) ):raise TypeError,"define_tree_to_do_foo: node stubs or onstants expeted";node << a + b;...but you an see all the signs of a losing battle here. Not only is it ugly anderror-prone, but you an easily throw out the baby with the bathwater, reduingyour funtions to an in�exible, inelegant mess. My reommendation is:
• If you're a developer, do type heking only where it's worth it. That is,if it's not too muh of an e�ort, or if you think partiularly bad onfusionmay ensue (this, of ourse, is purely a judgement all, and an be di�ultto antiipate), then by all means do it, otherwise don't bother.
• If you're a user of somebody else's ode, do not be sared of mysteriouserrors, and always hek the all stak before you pani. More often thannot, the error is yours � and you an �gure out exatly where it is bylooking at the point where the all stak leaves your own ode.3.4.2 Using the value of < <The rede�ned < < operator, like every other Python operator (exept assign-ment!), an have a return value. In TDL, the return value of < < on a node stubis the node stub itself. So this bit of ode:a = ns.foo << Meq.Constant(value=1);36



does three things:1. Creates a node stub named �foo�.2. Binds it to a node de�nition returned by Meq.Constant().3. Assigns the node stub (it being the return value of < <) to the Pythonvariable a.Point #3 is espeially onvenient, as it allows us to use the variable a later onwhen we want to refer to node �foo�. I do this all the time, for the reason alreadymentioned � if I later need to rename the node �foo� to something else, there'sonly one point in the ode that has to be hanged. Think of it as another wayof hiding information: you name the node �foo� in only one plae, where youinvoke ns.foo. As far as the rest of your ode is onerned, the name is hiddenbehind the �a� variable.In a previous setion, I mentioned two similar-looking statements that do some-thing ompletely di�erent:a = ns.foo < < Meq.Constant(value=0);a = ns.foo = Meq.Constant(value=0);The �rst statement is �good�: it initializes the node �foo� and assigns the nodestub to variable a. The seond statement does something way more onfusing.Due to the way Python handles repeated assignments, it is atually equivalentto two separate assignments:a = Meq.Constant(value=0);ns.foo = Meq.Constant(value=0);We've initialized node �foo� �ne, but the variable a now refers to the nodede�nition objet, and not the node itself! I �nd this ompletely ounterintuitive.The lesson here is to avoid multiple assignments in a single statement.Another way to put the return value of < < to good use is through nested nodede�nitions. Sine the return value of < < is the node stub itself, we an imme-diately reuse it in another expression:ns.sum << Meq.Add(ns.a<<Meq.Time(),ns.b<<Meq.Freq());ns.other_sum = (ns.a<<1) + (ns.b<<2);You an nest these de�nitions to any depth, although it makes for some veryunwieldy statements if you take it too far.Note that all this also applies to the �optional bind� operator, **.37



3.4.3 Why you an't bind a node to a nodeA ommon gotha (at least in my experiene of the workshops) is trying to binda node stub to a node stub. The statement:ns.foo < < ns.baris bound to produe an error � the two things are two separate node stubs, soyou an't just bind them together. The ensuing error message may be some-what rypti: �an't bind node name (operator <<) with argument of type_NodeStub�. It is in fat an instane of a more broad lass of error: trying tobind a node stub to something illegal. For example, the statement:ns.foo < < 'ab';results in a similar error: �an't bind node name (operator <<) with argumentof type str�.A more ommon ourene of the error is via something like:ns.foo < < define_tree_to_do_foo (ns.a,1,2);The funtion already de�nes and returns a node stub (ns.a, in this ase), sowe an't just bind it to another node stub with < <. Usually the intent of astatement like this is to have something like an identity operation, i.e., tryingto make node �foo� idential to node �bar�. Of ourse, the nodes annot bemade truly idential � they have di�erent names, for starters. You an ahieveidentity in a mathematial sense though, by reating a MeqIndentity node:ns.foo < < Meq.Identity(ns.bar)A MeqIdentity simply passes along the result of its hild as is. This trik mayome in handy if you're trying to make a single node appear as a set of nodes(see the disussion on quali�ers below).3.4.4 Python variables: onlusionNow, all this may seem trivial, espeially if you have a good understandingof Python, but it is really ubiquitous throughout TDL, and so it is vitallyimportant to understand thoroughly. To reiterate:
• Everything in Python is a �rst-lass objet
• Node stubs, node de�nitions (and of ourse the node sope itself) arePython objets...
• ...and as suh may be assigned to variables, passed into funtions, andreturned from funtions.These three points enapsulate pretty muh everything you need to know aboutmanipulating nodes in TDL! If you ever get onfused in the future about what'shappening in any given piee of ode � and if you use a TDL framework likeMeow, there will be a lot of this kind of manipulation going on � then youshould go bak and reread this setion.38



3.5 Node de�nitions, up loseWe have sort of glossed over the point of how a node de�nition omes about.In the example above, the invoation of Meq.Constant(...) produed a nodede�nition. If this looks to you like a funtion all, that's beause it is. The Meqobjet omes from the Timba.TDL module, via thefrom Timba.TDL import *statement. It is also a �magi� kind of objet, alled a lass generator. Anyinvoation of the formMeq.Classname(arg1=value1,arg2=value2...)produes a node de�nition for a node of lass MeqClassname , with the givenoptional arguments. Note that the Meq objet is not really aware of what nodelasses are valid, you ould write something likeMeq.BadClass(...)and TDL will aept it; but when the tree is sent to the kernel for reation, itwill ome bak with an �Unknown lass BadClass� error. The �magi� of Meqis that alling an arbitrarily-named method of the Meq objet results in a nodede�nition with the lass given by that name.Likewise, the optional arguments are not enfored � they are blindly insertedinto the initial node state reord. If an argument has a speial meaning for apartiular lass of node (suh as the value argument to a MeqConstant), thenit will have an e�et on the node, and will probably be heked for onsistenywhen the node is �nally reated inside the kernel. Any meaningless arguments(e.g. the message we gave to MeqConstant in our hello world sript) are left tosit and rot in the state reord exatly as they ame in. This an atually bequite useful, as we will see later on when we look at node tags.Some node lasses are an exeption to this rule. In general, if a node lass hasan overly ompliated behaviour (in terms of the available arguments), then theMeq objet provides some expliit argument heking to make life easier. Someexamples of this4 are the MeqParm and MeqSolver node lasses, whih we'lllearn about later. Another example is the Meq.Matrix22() �shortut lass�whih an be used to onstrut a 2×2 matrix. Matries are atually reated byMeqComposer nodes with appropriate arguments; the Meq.Matrix22() methodprovides a onvenient shortut. You an see all available shortuts here:Timba/PyApps/sr/TDL/MeqClasses.pyThe mehanis of node de�nitions will beome learer as you see more examplesand write some sripts of your own; in the meantime, all you need to rememberis that alling any Meq.Classname() usually produes a node de�nition of lass�Classname�.4At time of writing � it is possible that additional expliit de�nitions will be added to theMeq objet at a later date. 39



3.5.1 Nested node de�nitions and automati namingNode de�nitions may also be nested to any depth. For example, onsider thefollowing statement:a = Meq.Add(Meq.Freq,Meq.Multiply(Meq.Time,ns.foo,2));By itself, this does not produe any atual nodes! Instead, it results in thefollowing node de�nition: �a node of lass MeqAdd, with one hild of lassMeqFreq, and a seond hild of lass MeqMultiply, itself having one hild oflass MeqTime, a seond hild whih is node �foo�, and a third hild whih is aMeqConstant with a value of 2.�To turn this into an atual tree, the de�nition must be bound to a node stub:ns.bar < < a;When binding the de�nition, TDL reates all required intermediate nodes, andautomatially endows them with some [hopefully℄ reasonable names. If you lookat the resulting tree, you will see a bunh of auto-generated nodes with nameslike �freq�, �time�, �multiply(time,foo,2)�, et.What happens if you reuse the de�nition, e.g. sayns.bar2 << a;later on in the ode? The same proess ours all over again. In fat, some of theintermediate nodes may end up being reused. TDL will usually do a reasonablejob of this, but it's not always perfet. I therefore reommend not overrelying onauto-naming, and have deliberately left the exat rules unspei�ed (sine theymay be revised and/or re�ned in future versions.) Note also that auto-namingmay produe errors related to name on�its, when similar expressions are usedin di�erent ontexts. Should this our, you're advised to split up the o�endingexpression and name the on�iting nodes expliitly.3.5.2 Automati onstantsTDL will also reognize a Python numeri value where it expets a node def-inition, and impliitly turn it into a de�nition like MeqConstant(value=x).Integer and �oat values result in real MeqConstants, omplex values result inomplex MeqConstants.If a onstant node needs to be automatially named, the name is usually derivedfrom the value of the onstant. For example, the statementns.foo < < Meq.Add(ns.bar,1.5)will impliitly reate a MeqConstant node named �1.5�. Constant nodes arereused if possible, sons.foo2 < < Meq.Add(ns.other_bar,1.5)will not reate another MeqConstant node, but will instead reuse the previouslyreated �1.5�.Values with many signi�ant digits will produe orrespondingly long nodenames. For example, 40



ns.foo < < Meq.Add(ns.bar,math.sin(1))will probably impliitly reate a node with the insrutable name of �0.8414709...�.It's usually a good idea to name suh ompliated onstants expliitly:ns.sin_1 < < math.sin(1);ns.foo < < Meq.Add(ns.bar,ns.sin_1);This expliit naming also helps avoid potential name on�its, whih are alwayspossible if two onstants have very lose values.3.6 Using quali�ersQuali�ers are one of the most powerful features of TDL. The example sriptswe've seen before have hopefully made it lear how they work on an intuitivelevel. A piee of ode suh asfor k in TERMS:for l in TERMS:ns.f(k,l) << Meq.Polar(1,-2*math.pi*(k*x+l*y));de�nes a series of nodes named �f:k :l � in a loop, for all possible ombinations of
k, l.What happens on a more tehnial level? A statement likens.f(k,l)invokes the funtion all operator (__all__) on the node stub ns.f. Thefuntion all produes a new node stub objet, by appending the values of kand l5 to the name of the original node stub, separated by �:�. Note that theresulting node stub has absolutely no relationship to the original ns.f, apartfrom a meaningless (as far as the node stubs know...) similarity of names. Thefollowing three expressions all resolve to exatly the same node stub:ns.f(1,2)ns["f:1:2"℄ns.f(1)(2)The seond statement illustrates that quali�ers really are just a naming devie.The third statement shows that quali�ers may be hained. It is quite obvious ifyou think about it: sine ns.f(1) evaluates to a node stub, you an ertainlyrepeat the quali�ation proess by applying �(2)� to it, and � due to the wayquali�ation works � the result is the same as saying ns.f(1,2) in the �rstplae.5Or more stritly, their string representation. Any Python objet x has a string representa-tion, whih may be obtained by alling str(x ). For non-trivial types, this may be somethingunexpeted. One exeption is if an objet de�nes a name attribute, then that name is used asthe quali�er. Otherwise, it's a good idea to stik to numbers and strings for your quali�ers.41



Quali�ers may also ontain arbitrary keywords. For example, ns.f(1,x=1,y=2)will result in a node stub named �f:1:x=1:y=2�, as will ns.f(1)(x=1)(y=2). Ihave never found keyword quali�ers to be partiularly useful, but some peopleswear by them.3.6.1 Unquali�ed and underquali�ed nodesAfter a loop like the one above, what does the ns.f node stub refer to? Theanswer is, nothing in partiular � it is still an uninitialized node stub. Whenyou build the tree, there won't be a node named �f� in it. You ould also de�neit to something ompletely unrelated:ns.f < < 0would make it a MeqConstant node. Sine there's only a nominal relationshipbetween ns.f and ns.f(k,l), this is a perfetly legitimate thing to do.On the other hand, ns.f an play a signi�ant role in our ode, sine we knowthat we an qualify it to get at any node in the k, l series. Note that theknowledge of this is vested with us � we know that we an qualify ns.f withtwo numbers to get at one of the nodes in a series, beause that's the way oursript was written. The ns.f node itself has no knowledge of this. We ouldsay something likefoobar = ns.f('foo','bar')and get bak a node stub named �f:foo:bar�, with no-one the wiser. The ns.fnode stub doesn't know (nor should it) whether �f:foo:bar� refers to a valid &initialized node or not. An error an only arise later, if we happen to use foobarin a ontext where a valid node is expeted. For example,ns.sum < < foobar + ns.f(1,2)will produe an error in the �sum� node, omplaining that the �rst hild has notbeen initialized.Still, the ns.f node stub is an extremely useful objet, beause we an use itto refer to all the �f:k :l � nodes in bulk, as long as we remember to qualify itproperly. When used like this, ns.f is alled an unquali�ed node. This an bea very powerful tehnique, as illustrated by Intro1/demo4-more_quals.py:def sum_series (sumnode,fnodes):sumnode << Meq.Add(*[fnodes(k,l) for k in TERMS for l in TERMS℄);def sum_sq_series (sumnode,fnodes):sumnode << Meq.Add(*[Meq.Sqr(fnodes(k,l)) for k in TERMS for l in TERMS℄);def _define_forest (ns, **kwargs):# (some ode skipped)for k in TERMS:for l in TERMS:ns.f(k,l) << Meq.Polar(1,-2*math.pi*(k*x+l*y));42



sum_series(ns.sum,ns.f);sum_sq_series(ns.sum_sq,ns.f);The sum_series() funtion implements summation over a k, l series. It has noknowledge of the series itself � all it knows is that it gets an fnodes objetthat it an qualify with a k, l pair (with k, l within some known limits) to getat the individual terms of the series. This is a good way of hiding information.In the ontext, we say that sum_series() expets an unquali�ed node for itsfnodes parameter.6On a similar note, what does ns.f(1) refer to? On the one hand, it's just anode stub named �f:1�, whih is not initialized to a valid node anywhere in ourode. On the other hand, it's a means to refer to all the nodes named �f:1:l �, asa series. In this latter ontext we all it an underquali�ed node, beause we anappend an extra quali�er to make it refer to a �real� (i.e. valid & initialized)node. We ould write a funtion to sum over a one-dimensional series:def sum_1d_series (sumnode,fnodes):sumnode << Meq.Add(*[fnodes(k) for k in TERMS℄);and then invoke it to make sums over slies over l through �f:k :l �, for a given k:sum_1d_series(ns.sum1,ns.f(1));sum_1d_series(ns.sum2,ns.f(2));3.6.2 Design by ontratYou'd be right to wonder if we ould somehow use the same funtion to sumover slies in the other diretion, i.e. over all k's for a given l. The quali�ersyntax only allows us to append quali�ers; there's no easy prepend feature.Python's absense of type heking omes to the resue here. If you look at theode for sum_1d_series(), you an see that there's nothing in it that atually6If the syntax*[fnodes(k,l) for k in TERMS for l in TERMS℄looks unfamiliar, then you're really missing out on some great labour-saving Python triks.In brief, the �[expr for x in L [ for y in M ...℄ ℄� syntax is alled list omprehension. Itevaluates expr in a loop over all values of L (and M, if a seond for lause is spei�ed, et.),while replaing all ourenes of x (and y, et.) in expr by the orresponding list elements.The result of this is a list omposed of the values of expr.The �*� before the list is a ompletely independent operation. This auses the funtion tobe invoked with parameters omposed from the given list. For example,L = [1,2,3℄;M = [10,20,30℄;foo(*[x+y for x in L for y in M℄)will all the funtion foo as foo(11,12,13,21,22,23,31,32,33).List omprehension (and the �*� parameter list syntax) is a very important tehnique tounderstand thoroughly, sine it is ubiquitous throughout our TDL sripts. It really does makelife easier! 43



requires the fnodes argument to be a node stub. All the funtion really requiresis that fnodes be something that an be quali�ed with a single index (k) toyield a valid node stub. If we had a funtion that took a single argument �the missing k quali�er � and returned a fully-quali�ed node stub, we ouldpass that funtion as the fnodes parameter, and sum_1d_series() would doexatly the right thing. Python's lambda syntax makes it easy to onstrut suha funtion on-the-�y:sum_1d_series(ns.sum1,lambda k:ns.f(k,1));This de�nes an anonymous funtion7 , with one argument, k, returning ns.f(k,1).Inside sum_1d_series(), this lambda-funtion then behaves in exatly the sameway that an underquali�ed node stub would have.This tehnique is an illustration of something alled design by ontrat. In-stead of speifying that our sum_1d_series() funtion takes an argument oftype node stub (�design by type�), we only speify that the parameter shouldimplement some kind of behaviour � that it behaves �like� a node stub w.r.t.quali�ation. This behaviour requirement is alled a ontrat. In this partiularase, the ontrat on fnodes is that it supports the funtion all operator, andthat fnodes(k) returns a valid node stub.Design by ontrat is made possible by Python's late type-heking mehanism.It is a very powerful tehnique: by not tying our interfaes to spei� types,it allows us to keep them all that more �exible. On the other hand, it arrieswith it all the risks disussed in setion 3.4.1.2. These an be mitigated bymaking sure that your interfaes are built around a limited set of fairly simpleand well-de�ned ontrats. The ontrat on fnodes, above, is a good example,and is used extensively in frameworks like Meow (whih we will look at in asubsequent hapter).3.7 Built-in node arithmetiBuilt-in arithmeti removes some of the tedium of putting together ompliatedexpressions. A statement like:ns.sum < < (ns.foo + ns.bar)/2;is a lot easier on the eye than its verbose equivalent:ns.sum < < Meq.Divide(Meq.Add(ns.foo,ns.bar),Meq.Constant(2));Of ourse, the above statement doesn't really perform any arithmeti. Remem-ber, TDL does not ompute. Instead, the statement �unrolls� into a little treede�nition for omputing the indiated expression.The advantages of built-in node arithmeti are obvious: they make TDL odeeasier to write and more intuitive to read. The dangers are somewhat moresubtle:7The term lambda omes from funtional programming, whih ultimately got it from the
λ operation in funtional alulus. 44



• the intermediate nodes of an expression will reeive automati names,whih an be hard to interpret for the user.
• it is not always obvious whih parts of an expression are �true" arithmetithat is evaluated in Python, and whih ones orrespond to tree delara-tions.
• sine intermediate objets are almost always involved, misuse of arithmetian lead to some pretty rypti error messages.This setion aims to provide a basi understanding of how node arithmeti reallyworks, whih will (hopefully) help you to avoid the disadvantages listed above.3.7.1 Arithmeti reognized by TDLTDL reognizes the following Python operations, translating them into appro-priate node de�nitions:
• Standard binary arithmeti:+ translates into a MeqAdd node- translates into a MeqSubtrat node* translates into a MeqMultiply node/ and // both translate into a MeqDivide node. Note that Python uses// for ��oor division�; in TDL both version of the operator have thesame meaning, that of regular division.% (�modulo division�) translates into a MeqFMod node
• Unary minus (�-�) translates intop a MeqNegate node
• The built-in abs() funtion translates into a MeqAbs node.No other built-ins are reognized! A ommon beginner's mistake is to think thatTDL is not just smart, but omnisient:import math;ns.foo < < math.sin(ns.bar);This fails with a somewhat mysterious error message. Python's math.sin()funtion has no lue what to do with node stub objets, and there's nothingTDL an do about that. 45



3.7.2 When is TDL arithmeti invoked?In order for TDL to reognize an arithmeti expression as a tree delaration,some omponent of that expression must be either a node stub, or a node de�-nition objet. For example, the expressionns.foo + 1invokes TDL arithmeti, beause the objet on the left-hand side of the �+� isa node stub. Likewise,2*Meq.Freq()is reognized, beause the right-hand side is a node de�nition. On the otherhand, something like1+2is evaluated entirely in Python, sine the expression ontains no TDL objets.Of ourse, the same rules apply when TDL objets are assigned to Pythonvariables. The �rst two expressions above are equivalent to:a = ns.fooa + 1b = Meq.Freq()2*bWhere ompliated expressions are involved, they're parsed by Python and TDLis invoked in the appropriate plaes. For example,ns.foo + 2*(Meq.Freq()+(1+2))translates intoMeq.Add(ns.foo,Meq.Multiply(2,Meq.Add(Meq.Freq(),3)))...sine �1+2� is immediately evaluated in Python, and the rest is turned into atree de�nition.Note also that binary arithmeti is always binary, and parsed left-to-right (fol-lowing the usual operator preedene rules). An expression likens.foo + ns.bar + ns.bar2 + 1translates into the rather inelegant:Meq.Add(Meq.Add(Meq.Add(ns.foo,ns.bar),ns.bar2),Meq.Constant(1))With a long sum like this, you're better o� doing all the addition within a singlenode by expliitly invoking Meq.Add(), e.g.:Meq.Add(ns.foo,ns.bar,ns.bar2,1);3.7.3 Intermediate nodesOne arithmeti operators have been translated into appropriate node lasses,the result is no di�erent from a nested node de�nition. For example,ns.foo + 2*(Meq.Freq()+(1+2)) 46



translates into the following nested de�nition:Meq.Add(ns.foo,Meq.Multiply(2,Meq.Add(Meq.Freq(),3)))From that point on, these de�nitions are handled exatly as desribed in se-tion 3.5.1, and are subjet to exatly the same aveats.
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Chapter 4What's In a Name?Naming an be a di�ult business � just ask Ford Prefet (???). For variousgood reasons that we will not go into too deeply, every node in the tree musthave a unique name. It would be easy to generate unique names automatially,but these would be largely meaningless to the user. Good, meaningful nodenames are important, beause they make a tree easier to understand. This inturn makes it easier to indentify intermediate values, keep trak of what's goingon, and loate potential errors.Real-life trees an have thousands of nodes, and it would be rather tedious ifwe had to hoose names for them all. TDL provides a number of onvenientshortuts. First of all, repeated strutures in the tree (suh as per-baseline,per-soure and per-station branhes) an be given di�erent quali�ers. Thenthere's impliit arithmeti and automati node naming, whih assigns namesto intermediate nodes for us. Reall our �rst �meaningful� tree of setion 1.3,whih implemented the expression:
f = α sin(bx + cy + 1).In TDL, suh a subtree an be de�ned by a single statement:ns.f << ns.alpha*Meq.Sin(ns.b*ns.x + ns.*ns.y + 1)...provided we have already de�ned the alpha, b, , x and y nodes. All theintermediates nodes in this expression will be assigned names automatially,based on their lass and arguments. If you study these names in the browser,you'll see a lear meaning to them.Is it a good idea to rely on these automati names? In general, they tend tomake life a lot easier, but, like any good idea, they an be taken too far. Forexample, the following is perfetly legitimate TDL:ns.f << 297*Meq.Sin(1*Meq.Freq() + 2*Meq.Time() + 1)49



...but the resulting tree will be muh more di�ult to understand.In general, I would reommend the following guidelines:
• If a node represents some well-de�ned physial or mathematial quantity,name it expliitly.
• If a node represents something you might want to look at separately, nameit expliitly.
• Otherwise, allow automati naming to take are of it.Striking the right balane here is a matter of feeling and personal preferene.Trees that expliitly name every single node are easy to understand, but takea lot more TDL ode (whih in itself an be di�ult to read). Trees thatexpliitly name barely anything at all may be easy to ode, but will be perfetlyinsrutable.Of ourse, piking the right name is only part of the problem. Imagine you'reusing a framework or a module that was written by Bob. This module willbuild a large part of the tree for you, using some naming sheme invented byBob. The details of this sheme are hidden inside Bob's ode, so you ould verywell end up using the same names for your own, ompelely unrelated nodes.All sorts of onfusion may ensue, all the worse if Bob (and/or you) is sloppy inhis naming, or if both of you are fond of generi names like �x� and �y�. Thenyou get even more ambitious, and try to make use of another module, this onewritten by Alie, with her own naming sheme. There's now three potentialsoures of on�iting names. Finally, you pull out all your hair and swear o�other people's ode for life...This senario shows that using good naming shemes, and avoiding namingon�its, is terribly important � the more so as your sripts get more omplexand as you start sharing ode with other people. This is a matter of good odingpratie. Fortunately, TDL provides a number of tools that, if properly used, letyou implement good naming praties will relatively little e�ort. The purposeof this hapter is to disuss these tools and praties in depth.4.1 Quali�ers as naming deviesIf used properly, quali�ers will help avoid most naming on�its. We havealready seen many examples of this. Some of the more straightforward ones are:
• Using a station index and a station pair to distinguish per-station andper-baseline nodes.
• Using a �soure name� quali�er to distinguish nodes related to a partiularsoure. Meow makes heavy use of this, by foring you to assign a uniquename to eah �sky omponent�. 50



4.2 Node sopesUp till now, we've only dealt with the global node sope, a.k.a. the ns objet.The good news is that we an make use of other node sopes. If you're familiarwith C++ namespaes, or just name sopes in general, then this onept shouldbe quite familiar. For example, in the following bit of (rather silly) Python ode,the name foo appears twie:def a():foo = 1;return foo;def b():foo = 2;return foo;...yet there's no onfusion at all between the two foo's, beause one resides inthe loal sope of funtion a(), and the other in the loal sope of b(). In C++,you ould have something like:namespae a{ int foo;}int foo;int b (){ int foo = 2;return foo + ::foo + a::foo;}Here we have three separate foos. One is delared in namespae a, another inthe global sope, and the third in the loal sope of funtion b(). It is evenpossible to expliitly refer to the �other� foos inside of b(), by prepending �::�and �a::� to the name.TDL provides a similar (though more powerful) mehanism via node sopes.Think of a node sope objet as a naming devie. The global node sope isthe equivalent of global name sope of most programming langauges. If ns isthe global node sope, then ns.foo refers to the name �foo�. The name �foo�is global in the sense that anyone else attempting to de�ne a node named �foo�will end up referring to the same name.4.2.1 SubsopesIf we want make di�erent distint �foo� nodes, we an make use of subsopes.This bit of TDL ode: 51



nsa = ns.Subsope("a");nsb = ns.Subsope("b");ns.foo << 1;nsa.foo << 2;nsb.foo << 3;will de�ne three nodes named �foo�, �a::foo�, and �b::foo�. The nsa and nsbobjets are alled subsopes. When you delare node stubs inside a subsope,the name of the subsope is prepended to the node name, separated by �::�.Note that this is purely a naming trik. You ould delare something likens1 = ns.Subsope("a");ns2 = ns.Subsope("a");ns1.foo << 1;ns2.foo << 2;and get bak a �node rede�ned� error, beause while the ns1 and ns2 subsopesare, tehnially, di�erent Python objets, they name their nodes the same way.Likewise, if ns is the global node sope, then ns['a::foo'℄ is yet another wayto refer to �a::foo�. The bottom line is that all node names, no matter how youput them together, still reside within a single global name repository, and assuh are subjet to potential on�its. Subsopes are simply a handy way toautomatially prepend something to a group of names. This is similar to whathappens with quali�ers. For example, if nsa is a subsope of ns named �a�, thennsa.foo(1)ns['a::foo'℄(1)ns['a::foo:1'℄are simply three di�erent ways of referring to the same name, �a::foo:1�. Sub-sopes and quali�ers are merely naming devies, so it is important that youunderstand exatly what they do and don't do!4.2.2 A subsope is just a sopeThe power of subsopes lies in the fat that they're entirely indistiguishable,from a program's point of view, from the global node sope. All node sopesare instanes of the TDL.NodeSope lass. When you pass a node sope to afuntion, the funtion has no way of knowing whether it's dealing with the globalsope or a subsope, beause the objet �looks and feels� the same way. This isanother instane of �good� information hiding.Consider our Alie/Bob senario. Say we're trying to make use of Alie's mod-ule, alie.py, whih ontainsdef make_useful_subtree (ns,node,a=1):52



ns.foo << a * Meq.Time();node << ns.foo + Meq.Freq();return node;Obviously, Alie is aware of the good pratie of letting the aller reate andpass in the �output� node stub as the node argument. Then, we're also tryingto pull in bob.py:def make_really_useful_subtree (ns,b=1):ns.foo << b*2;ns.bar << ns.foo + Meq.Time();return ns.bar;Bob's module prefers to delare its own output node stub. When we try toombine the two in our own ode, we start out with something like:import alie;import bob;x = alie.make_useful_subtree(ns,ns.x,a=1);y = bob.make_useful_subtree(ns,b=2);ns.bar << x + y;This produes at least two naming on�its � both Alie and Bob use �foo�,and both Bob and us use �bar�. The easiest way to resolve this problem is toput Alie and Bob into separate subsopes:x = alie.make_useful_subtree(ns.Subsope("alie"),ns.x,a=1);y = bob.make_useful_subtree(ns.Subsope("bob"),b=2);ns.bar << x + y;All Alie's nodes will now be alled �alie::...�, all Bob's nodes will be alled�bob::...�, and we're free to use the global sope for our own nodes withoutworrying about naming on�its.This is great, beause it allows us to treat Alie and Bob's modules as blakboxes (whih we ought to be entitled to), and not worry about how they nametheir nodes internally.4.2.3 Qualifying subsopesWhen reating a subsope, you an also pass in arbitrary quali�ers:nsa = ns.Subsope("a",1,x=2);nsa.foo << 1;This reates a subsope named �a:1:x=2�, and a node named �a:1:x=2::foo�.Again, this is only a naming onveniene � we ould have ahieved exatly thesame result by saying: 53



nsa = ns.Subsope("a:1:x=2");nsa.foo << 1;4.2.4 QualSopesA QualSope is a variation on the subsope theme. You an reate a qualsopewith an arbitrary set of quali�ers:nsq = ns.QualSope("x",y=1);nsq.foo << 1;nsq.bar(2,a=3) << 1;...and the qualsope's quali�ers will be prepended to the set of a node's quali�erswhen reating nodes within that qualsope. Thus, the example above produesnodes named �foo:x:y=1� and �bar:x:y=1:2:a=3�.Qualsopes are very useful when you know you will be reating a large num-ber of nodes sharing the same quali�ers. For example, lasses in the theMeow.SkyComponent hierarhy, whih represent individual soures on the sky,make themselves a qualsope using the soure name as a quali�er. All nodesrelated to that omponent are then reated within that qualsope, and thus areautomatially quali�ed with the soure name.4.2.5 Nesting sopesJust like subsopes, qualsopes are also fully-�eged sopes. This means youan do anything with a qualsope that you ould with the global node sope,inluding reating another qualsope or subsope within it. This leads to nestedsopes:nsa = ns.Subsope("a");nsq = ns.QualSope("x",y=1);nsq1 = nsa.QualSope("z",t=2); # nested qualsopensb = nsq1.Subsope("b"); # nested subsopensq2 = nsb.QualSope("x",y=2);nsa.foo << 1; # reates "a::foo"nsq.foo << 1; # reates "foo:x:y=1"nsq1.foo << 1; # reates "a::foo:z:t=2"nsb.foo << 1; # reates "a::b::foo:z:t=2"nsq2.foo << 1; # reates "a::b::foo:z:t=2:x:y=2"Having too many nested sopes an look onfusing, but you don't generally needto worry about it. The important thing to know is that you an always make asubsope or qualsope from any given sope objet. Returning to our Alie/Bobexample, if Alie's funtion were to look like this:54



def make_useful_subtree (ns,node,a=1):qualsope = ns.QualSope(alie=a);qualsope.foo << a + 1;node << ns.foo + Meq.Freq();return node;...it would work perfetly �ne whether invoked asalie.make_useful_subtree(ns,ns.x,a=1);...or asalie.make_useful_subtree(ns.Subsope("alie"),ns.x,a=1);In the �rst ase the foo node will be named �foo:alie=1�, in the seond ase�alie::foo:alie=1�.The bottom line is, if you're Alie or Bob � writing modules for other people touse � you're free to make sensible use of subsopes and qualsopes within yourown module, as long as these are derived from the ns objet that the user ofyour ode passes in. The user an then deide to �sandbox� your module into asubsope as he or she sees �t; your own subsopes and qualsopes will then nestinside the subsope that the user has seleted for you, but it's not somethingyou need to onern yourself with at all.4.2.6 Sopifying nodesYou an also derive a subsope or a qualsope from a node stub. This is alledsopifying a node. Calling node.Subsope(*args,**kw) reates a subsopebased on the full name of the node stub (inluding any quali�ers), with optionalextra quali�ers taked on:nsf = ns.foo.Subsope(); # reates subsope "foo::"nsf.bar(2) << 1; # reates "foo::bar:2"nsf1 = ns.foo(1).Subsope(); # reates subsope "foo:1::"nsf1.bar << 2; # reates "foo:1::bar"nsf2 = ns.foo(1).Subsope(2,x=3); # reates subsope "foo:1:2:x=3::"nsf2.bar << 3; # reates "foo:1:2:x=3::bar"Likewise, node.QualSope() reates a qualsope using the node's quali�ers:nsf = ns.foo(1,2).QualSope();nsf.bar << 1; # reates "bar:1:2"Sopifying a node is an espeially elegant way to avoid naming on�its. Forexample, Alie ould rewrite her make_useful_subtree() funtion as follows:55



def make_useful_subtree (node,a=1):ns = node.Subsope();ns.foo << a * Meq.Time();node << ns.foo + Meq.Freq();return node;Note the di�erene with the previous version � we no longer need to pass in anns objet. Instead, the node sope for intermediate nodes is derived from theoutput node. If we invoke Alie's funtion as, e.g.:make_useful_subtree(ns.bar,a=2)her nodes will be named �bar::foo�, et. This simpli�es the interfae (one lessparameter to keep trak of), while e�etively sandboxing Alie's nodenames.
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Chapter 5Node tags and sope searhesAs you start building more and more ompliated trees, you will run into theproblem of keeping trak of the important nodes. It's great that you an passaround a whole subtree just by referring to its root node, and we use it all thetime in patterns like:foo = make_subtree_for_foo()bar = make_subtree_for_bar()ns.sum << foo + bar;This hides the struture of the subtree inside a funtion or a module, and isnormally a good thing, allowing us to hange the funtions without worryingabout the aller. On the �ip side, there may be some �interesting� nodes insidethe subtree that we do want to know about on the aller side:
• the subtrees may ointain solvable parameters, and we need to know whatthese are if we want to make a solver tree. Unfortunately, these an beanywhere in the subtree.
• the subtrees may ontain nodes of interest for the user, and we may wantto present them in a bookmark. For example, the ionosphere trees thatwe looked at earlier return nodes for applying ionospheri phase, whihis all that's needed for most alulations. The user, on the other hand,may want to look at the TEC values from whih these phases are derived.These latter are hidden away inside the subtree.Some of our early TDL ode is littered with various more or less elegant kludgesdesigned to work around this problem. For example, you an have your funtionbuild up a list of �solvable� nodes, and return that to the aller. These kludgesdo get the job done, but they ompliate the interfaes and make ode lessportable. Subsequently, we ame up with the idea of node tags to provide amore elegant solution to the problem. 57



5.1 Node tagsA tag is just a short string that an be assoiated with a node. A node an havemultiple tags. Tags are spei�ed when de�ning a node, via a �tags� keyword:ns.foo << Meq.Constant(0,tags="onstant");ns.bar << Meq.Constant(1,tags=["onstant","my_tag"℄);ns.foobar << Meq.Constant(2,tags="my tag");The �rst statement de�nes node �foo� with the single tag �onstant� . Theseond statement de�nes node �bar�, and tags it with �onstant� and �my_tag�.The third statement de�nes �foobar�, and tags it with �my� and �tag�. Do notethis last example: tags annot ontain whitespae, so a single tags string willalways be split up on whitespaes. This is a handy way to assign multiple tagswithout the lutter of lists (as in example 2).Apart from this automati splitting on whitespae, TDL itself does nothing elsewith tags. If you look inside the state reord of a tagged node, you will see a�tags� �eld ontaining the tags you supplied. Tags are pretty muh meaninglessto TDL, they are just arbitrary identi�ers that you an use to �nd the nodeslater.5.2 Searhing for tagsTo �nd nodes with a ertain tag, you simply all the Searh() method of anynode sope objet:ns.Searh(tags='onstant');This returns a Python list (possibly empty) of all the node stubs that havebeen de�ned with a �onstant� tag. If multiple tags are spei�ed, the result is alogial �AND� operation:ns.Searh(tags='jones solvable');returns a list of all node stubs having the tag �jones� AND �solvable�. A moreverbose version of the same statement would be:ns.Searh(tags=['jones','solvable'℄);You an also use Python regular expressions when speifying a searh tag:ns.Searh(tags='jon.* solvable');This returns a list of all node stubs having a tag that begins with �jon�, andthe tag �solvable�. You should refer to the Python Library Referene, module�re� for details on regular expression syntax. Regexes provide great �exibility insearhes. For example, the following will searh for tags �jones� OR �solvable�:ns.Searh(tags='jones|solvable');Tags are away of revealing important information on a tree, while hiding ir-relevant details. For example, imagine that Alie has given you a module for58



omputing beam patterns. You want to use Alie's beams in your tree, andyou want to solve for beam parameters. These parameters are sitting some-where deep in Alie's trees, and you don't really need to know where, you justwant to know what they are, so you an feed them to a solver. If Alie hasread this manual (and is endowed with a little foresight), then she has probablyseen �t to tag her parameters in some meaningful way, e.g. with �beam� and�solvable�, and mentioned it in her doumentation. Knowing this, you an do asimple searh to �nd all solvable beam parameters, without knowing anythingelse about Alie's trees.5.3 Searhing within subtrees and familiesns.Searh() by default searhes the entire node sope. A lot of the time thisis NOT what you want to do � after all, if you're trying to �nd Alie's beamsolvables, you only want to searh within Alie's subtrees, and not anywhereelse. You an use the searh() method of a node stub to limit the searh tothe subtree starting at a partiular node:ns.foo0 << Meq.Constant(0,tags="onstant");ns.foo1 << Meq.Constant(1,tags="onstant");ns.bar << Meq.Constant(2);ns.foobar << ns.foo0 + ns.bar;ns.foobar.searh(tags="onstant");The searh()method of a node stub behaves like the �global� ns.Searh(), butthe searh is limited to the subtree rooted at that node. The searh operationabove will return �foo0�, but not �foo1�.Note that the starting node of a searh may also be unquali�ed. Consider thisexample:for k in range(10):ns.foo(k) << Meq.Constant(k,tags="onstant");ns.bar(k) << ns.foo(k) + 2;ns.bar.searh(tags="onstant");This searh will return 10 nodes, from �foo:0� to �foo:9�. None of these areatually in bar's subtree � in fat, �bar� itself is not even a real node (remember,it's only an unquali�ed node stub from whih we derive �bar:0� through �bar:9�.)A searh on �bar�, nonetheless, will inlude all subtrees rooted at all nodesbelonging to bar's family. The family of a node stub onsists of all the atual,initialized node stubs that are derived from it via the use of quali�ers.1 This1To be more preise, a family is reognized merely by name pre�x. For example, bothns.foo(1,2) and ns['foo:1:5'℄ are onsidered to be in the �foo:1� family, even though neitheris diretly derived from ns.foo(1). Note also that ns.foobar is not onsidered to be in the�foo� family beause �foo� must appear as a omplete unquali�ed name, not as part of a name.59



is a very useful feature, sine it is a ommon pratie to pass around a wholeseries of subtrees by referring to an unquali�ed root node.If, for whatever reason, you want to limit your searh to just the one subtreerooted at a the node, without involving the rest of its family, you an pass theno_family=True keyword to searh().As a �nal note, the family() method of a node stub will return a list of nodestubs omprising that node's family.5.4 More ompliated searhesThe node sope Searh() method, as well as the node stub searh(), an alsobe used to �nd nodes with partiular names and/or of a partiular lass. Forexample, the following will return a list of all nodes of lass �MeqConstant� or�MeqParm�, whose names begin with �foo�:ns.Searh(name='foo.*',lass_name='MeqConstant|MeqParm');As you an see, regexes are supported here as well. When multiple searh riteria(from among name, lass_name and tags) are spei�ed, the result is a logialAND. For example, this �nds all MeqParms tagged as �solvable�:ns.Searh(lass_name='MeqParm',tags='solvable');As a �nal wrinkle, you may hoose to get a list of node names (rather than alist of node stubs) by passing in the return_names=True keyword:names = ns.Searh(tags='solvable',return_names=True);Of ourse, the same result an be ahieved via a simple list omprehension:names = [ node.name for node in ns.Searh(tags='solvable') ℄;
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Chapter 6TDLOptions: Get Your FreeGUI HereAny even remotely useful TDL sript must have some degree of �exibility. Mostprogrammers intuitively abhor hard-oded onstants, preferring to plae themin a separate header, or at least at the top of the soure �le. The ode itself isthen [hopefully℄ �exible enough that one an later hange the onstants and haveeverything else �just work�. We use the term �onstants� in a rather broad sensehere, sine beside atual numeri onstants, these an also manifest themselvesas:
• Input and output �les and/or Measurement Sets
• Options that in�uene repeated tree strutures (number of stations, base-lines, soures, et.)
• Options that determine what partiular operation a forest performs (inother words, that e�et onditional ompilation of parts of a forest.)
• et. et.The term �options� is therefore preferred to �onstants�.The TDLOptions mehanism provides a uniform and user-friendly way to makeyour sript expose various �knobs� and �swithes�. The example sripts that wehave looked at perviously have already made use of TDLOptions. For example,a statement likeTDLCompileOption('num_ant','Number of antennas',[2,3,4℄);at the global level of your sript reates a global Python variable named 'num_ant'whih an assume one of the spei�ed values (2, 3 or 4). When loading the sript,the user sees a little GUI that allows him to set the �Number of antennas� op-tion to one of the allowed values. Your sript is then expeted to adapt itself towhihever value was spei�ed. 61



All TDLOption settings are automatially saved to a �le alled �.tdl.onf�,whih means that the next time a user loads your sript, the previous settingsare restored. In addition, every time the user exeutes a TDL job, a summary ofurrent settings is logged to a �le named �meqtree.log�. When using ompli-ated sripts with many options, this log �le provides a onvenient �proessinghistory�. Also, your sript may be invoked in �headless� (noninterative) mode,e.g. as part of a pipeline, in whih ase its options may be set up by some othermeans entirely.TDLOptions are simple to delare, but they provide all sorts of sophistiatedfuntionality that allows one to build up highly interative and ontext-sensitiveGUIs. This hapter disusses the subjet in detail.6.1 Run-time vs. ompile-time optionsto be ontinued...
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Chapter 7Meow: a Case StudyMeow (Measurement Equation Objet frameWork) makes extensive use of allthe Python and TDL tehniques disussed in the previous hapter. In thishapter, we're going to take an in-depth look at some example sripts thatemploy Meow, to see how these methods an �t together into a oherent whole.7.1 Jones seriesA Jones term is a 2 × 2 matrix1 that desribes a signal propagation e�et.The word term is used beause a Jones matrix usually appears as a term ofa measurement equation. When putting together a measurement equation, weusually have a separate Jones term per antenna, or, if the e�et also happensto be diretion-dependent, a separate term per antenna and per diretion onthe sky (whih usually orresponds to what we all a �soure�, sine we modelthe sky by a olletion of disrete soures.) A set of Jones terms desribing thesame e�et per antenna and/or per soure is alled a Jones series.The TDL quali�er mehanism is a godsend when reating and manupulatingJones series. As a working example, let's look at the ME2/example6-iono.pysript. The measurement equation used here needs a series of Jones terms (the�zeta-Jones�, from the ionospheri phase delay ζ), Zkp, one per eah soure kand antenna p. The trees for these are reated by the following all:Zj = iono_model.ompute_zeta_jones(ns,soures);The ompute_zeta_jones() takes a node sope and a list of Meow soure ob-jets, and reates a series of Z nodes. These will be reated asns.Z(soure_name,p)1A Jones matrix an also be represented by a single salar g, whih is mathematiallyequivalent to the diagonal matrix G =

(

g 0

0 g

)

. Matrix operations in MeqTrees work thesame whether the g or G form is used, so we will not dwell any further on the distintion.63



where soure_name is obtained from eah soure objet, and p is an antenna in-dex. Ultimately, the nodes are reated inside this funtion from ME2/iono_geometry.py:def ompute_zeta_jones_from_tes (ns,tes,soure_list):"""Creates the Z Jones for ionospheri phase,given TECs (per soure, per station).""";zeta = ns.Z;for sr in soure_list:for p in Context.array.stations():zeta(sr.name,p) << Meq.Polar(1,-25*Lightspeed*tes(sr.name,p)/Meq.Freq());return zeta;If you've followed this hapter until now, it should be pretty lear what's goingon here. First we make a node stub, ns.Z, and assign it to the variable zeta.Then we loop over soures and stations, and de�ne a zeta(sr.name,p) nodefor eah. Sine zeta is just a referene to ns.Z, this is the same as simplyreating ns.Z(sr.name,p). Finally, we return the ns.Z node stub.The aller of this funtion doesn't know how the Z-Jones nodes are named orhow they are reated. All the aller needs to know is the ontrat on the returnvalue: �something that an be quali�ed with a soure name k and an antennaindex p to obtain the node stub for Zkp�.Now, how do we use the Z terms? Looking at ME2/example6-iono.py:for sr in soures:allsky.add(sr.orrupt(Zj(sr.name)));To reate a �orrupted� soure, we need to apply the Jones terms to a soure. Weknow that a Meow soure objet implements a orrupt(J) method that takesa Jones series as a parameter. The ontrat on the J parameter is �somethingthat an be quali�ed with an antenna index p to obtain a node stub for theJones term orresponding to antenna p�.2 Well, this is almost a perfet �t withthe previous ontrat � we know that Zj takes two quali�ers, so Zj(sr.name)produes an underquali�ed node stub that is exatly the thing we want to passto orrupt(). Inside orrupt() there will be a loop over stations, whih willend up aessing the individual Jones terms as J(p), whih is the same thing asZj(sr.name)(p), whih is the same thing as Zj(sr.name,p), whih is simplyns.Z(sr.name,p).32Unless orrupt is alled as orrupt(J,per_station=False), in whih ase it knows thatJ is not a per-antenna series, but a single Jones term.3The sharp-eyed reader will notie that sometimes the example sripts usesr.diretion.name rather than sr.name. For most intents and purposes, this is the samething. Every soure has a diretion attribute that has a name, whih is almost always identi-al to the soure name, sine most sripts have a one-to-one orrespondene between souresand diretions. In more exoti senarios we an have multiple soures in the same diretion, inwhih ase you really want to have a per-diretion rather than a per-soure Jones term. Eventhough none of the examples atually realize this senario, the sr.diretion.name thing hasrept in. I apologize for any onfusion. 64



7.1.1 Mea ulpaThe ompute_zeta_jones() funtion as shown here (and in the demo sripts)has one somewhat glaring design defet. We name the ns.Z node inside thefuntion. What if we also use a di�erent piee of ode that wants to make a �Z�node? All sorts of onfusion ensues.The more robust appproah to node naming is illustrated by the funtion insetion 3.4:def define_tree_to_do_foo(node,a,b):node << a + b;return node;Here, we name the node outside the funtion, and pass in a node stub. This amuh better approah than allowing funtions to pik their own names, sineit gives the aller an opportunity to avoid name lashes. We want to hide thebusiness of node naming from funtions as muh as possible.In these partiular irumstanes this is only a minor sin � the letter Z is(hopefully) a well-established term for ionopsheri phase, so it's unlikely thatsomeone else will have another Z of their own. Even then, this sort of thing isto be avoided in a proper design!7.2 Using ontrat adaptersThe Zj(sr.name) operation is a simple example of something I all a ontratadapter. We have one objet (Zj) whih implements an �I an be quali�ed witha name and a station index to make a Jones term� ontrat, and another objet(the J argument to orrupt()) that implements an �I an be quali�ed witha station index to make a Jones term� ontrat. The �(sr.name)� operationadapts one ontrat to math the other. Happily for us, it really is that simple,whih is hardly a oinedene: Meow's ontrats are designed around TDL'squali�ation mehanism.A more somewhat more ompliated ase arises if we deide to hange ourionospheri model (i.e. the innards of ompute_zeta_jones()) to eliminatediretional dependene. The funtion would then presumably look somethinglike this:def ompute_zeta_jones_from_tes (ns,tes,soure_list):"""Creates the Z Jones for ionospheri phase,given TECs (per soure, per station).""";zeta = ns.Z;for p in Context.array.stations():zeta(p) << Meq.Polar(1,-25*Lightspeed*tes(p)/Meq.Freq());return zeta; # really?? 65



The problem here is that we've gone and hanged the ontrat on the funtion'sreturn value, thus breaking all the sripts that use our model.There are a few ways around this di�ulty. The naive way is to add someredundant per-soure terms:for sr in soure_list:for p in Context.array.stations():zeta(sr.name,p) << Meq.Polar(1,-25*Lightspeed*tes(p)/Meq.Freq());return zeta;Here we've reated a bunh of subtrees that all repeat the same alulation overand over. This is rather wasteful, espeially with a lot of soure involved. Theseond approah is to use MeqIdentity nodes:for p in Context.array.stations():zeta(p) << Meq.Polar(1,-25*Lightspeed*tes(p)/Meq.Freq());for sr in soure_list:zeta(sr.name,p) << Meq.Identity(zeta(p));This works rather better � the tree will have a number of redundant MeqIdentitynodes, but sine they're e�etively a no-op, they will not slow it down in anynotieable way.Finally, there's the purely Pythoni �ontrat adapter� approah. We an de�nea little funtion that behaves like a node stub. There's a wrong way and a rightway to do this. The wrong way goes something like this:for p in Context.array.stations():zeta(p) << Meq.Polar(1,-25*Lightspeed*tes(p)/Meq.Freq());return lambda x:zeta;The �lambda x:zeta� statement reates a funtion with one argument that re-turns zeta (and ignores the argument). This only half-works with the ME2/example6-iono.pysript:
• the return value � our lambda funtion � gets assigned to Zj.
• when Zj is invoked as Zj(sr.name), the lambda funtion is alled, andreturns ns.Z. This is something that an be quali�ed with an antennaindex inside orrupt(), so we're doing good so far.
• but when Zj is invoked as Zj(sr.name,p) a little bit later in the sript,the whole thing breaks down sine the lambda funtion expets a singleargument.Our lambda funtion behaves just like a node stub when invoked as Zj(sr.name)(p),but not when invoked as Zj(sr.name,p). To get things right in both ases,we need a somewhat more sophistiated adapter funtion:66



for p in Context.array.stations():zeta(p) << Meq.Polar(1,-25*Lightspeed*tes(p)/Meq.Freq());def adapter (name,p=None):z = zeta;if p is not None:z = z(p);return z;return adapter;This shows how you an de�ne and return a �loal� funtion on-the-�y. Thereturn value of ompute_zeta_jones() is the adapter funtion.4 When alledas adapter(sr.name), it returns zeta. When alled as adapter(sr.name,p),it returns zeta(p). This is exatly the behaviour we want.There's an even more elegant to implement this adapter funtion. Note thatthe operation we're trying to perform here an be reformulated in a generalway as �ignore the �rst quali�er, apply the rest�. Here's a suitably generalimplementation:def adapter (first_qual,*other_quals):return zeta(*other_quals);In this partiular senario, it is really only a matter of taste whether you gofor the MeqIdentity nodes approah, or the (more Pythoni) ontrat adapterapproah. In my opinion, the latter is more elegant, and is an essential tehniqueto master, as it really omes into its own one you get into more ompliatedterritory. To summarize:
• Python enourages you to onsider objets in terms of their behaviourrather than their type. Using this wisely leads to more �exible interfaesand leaner ode.
• The essene of design by ontrat is to think in terms of behaviour, nottype. For example, rather than thinking of the return value of a funtionas an unquali�ed node, think of it as �a thingy that an be quali�ed by asoure name and a station index to derive a node�.
• Python makes it easy to write little adapters that make one objet behavelike another.7.3 Meow and node tags**** to be ontinued ***4Note that the name adapter is loal to ompute_zeta_jones() and is not seen anywhereoutside that funtion. Other funtions an de�ne their own loal things alled adapter withoutany onfusion. 67


